
WIRELESS
Built in WiFi automatically  
connects targets together 
in any configuration.

HIT SYNC TECH
Proprietary system recognizes  
hits in scoring zones and provides 
shot time and accuracy analytics.

ENGAGING
Powerful app allows for complete 
control of targets. Custom courses 
of fire can be created on the fly for 
training and competition.

SAFE
Reactive target system without  
danger of splatter or ricochet  
for use indoor, outdoor, up close 
or at long range.

MODULAR
Set up numerous targets at any  
time, in nearly any configuration 
and in any environment. 

VERSATILE
Pop-up or swing-up targets are 
available for short and long range or 
CQB use and senses hits from .22LR  
to .50 BMG.

AUTOTARGETS
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THE FUTURE OF FIREARMS TRAINING
AutoTargets allow shooters to interact with their targets in a way never before possible. With its 
powerful hit sensing technology, advanced app, portable wireless activation, and revolutionary 
programmability, AutoTargets is truly changing the way you shoot.

"With hit zone detection technology, AutoTargets significantly increases the 
training time available for shooting by eliminating the need to walk down range 
to tape/repair targets. When training time is in short supply this target system 
will provide instructors with the ability to give better training in less time and is 
an absolute must for larger groups or shooting at extended distances. This really 
is a game changing target system!"

—Kyle Schmidt, Tempe Police Department & Firearms Trainer
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1 HIT SENSING TARGET
AutoTargets accurately senses hits in up to four zones 
and records them on its powerful app. The target can 
accurately score up to 400 handgun or 1000 rifle 
rounds, depending on bullet diameter. 

1

2 REACTIVE LIFTING
The target drops and lifts based on hit zones, score 
requirements, and time limits that are set on the app. 
Both pop-up and swing-up options are available.

3 PORTABLE DESIGN
The 15 pound unit is powered by a rechargeable battery 
and CO2 tank making it easy to set up anywhere.

4 WIRELESS CONTROL
Each lift unit functions as a long range sender and 
receiver, forming a mesh network with all connected 
devices out to any shoot-able distance.
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EFFEcTIvE TRAINING TOOl
AutoTargets provide effective training through features that save time on the range, recreate 
real world scenarios, and provide stress induced situations. The app makes it possible to create 
repeatable or random shooting programs all while keeping score of accurate shots.

FAST THROUGHPUT
AutoTargets uses a Patent Pending hit sensing target that is 
controlled on a wireless device. This means that targets can 
be scored immediately without needing to walk down range 
to check and tape targets. 

§ Dynamic Training: Instructors can build dynamic train-
ing scenarios for their officers that replicate real-world
engagements. Recreate last week's officer involved shot-
ting on the range to help others benefit and improve.

§ Immediate Feedback: Performance, speed and accuracy
are automatically scored for each shooter right on the
tablet controller through the app. Individuals or team
scores are processed without having to call the range cold
to count, score, repair or reset targets.

PROGRAMMABLE
The AutoTargets app is compatible with Android, iOS, and 
Kindle Fire and provides complete control of target systems 
within a field of engagement. 

§ Programmability: Users can easily determine target pre-
sentation and reaction criteria based on time delays, time
limits, shot placement, and hit count.

§ Reactive and Responsive: AutoTargets only fall down when
you tell them to. Instructors can base these reactions on time 
limits, hit counts, total score on the target or more complex
shot placement like the popular "Mozambique" Drill.

PRESSURE SENSITIVE OPTION
AutoTargets is also available as a pressure sensitive system 
for use with marking rounds. The non-lethal target option is a 
separate target and lift unit designed specifically for Airsoft, 
and other force on force training rounds. Because the rounds 
do zero damage to the target, agencies can expect extremely 
long life from this specially designed hit sensing target.

§ Multi-Zone Hit Detection: The pressure sensitive target has
up to four hit zones that detect hits from Airsoft, Simuni-
tion, UTM, FX, and Force-on-Force rounds.

§ Swing Up Movement: Targets swing in and out of view to
create timed shooting windows or react to accurate hits.

§ Paper Overlays: The pressure sensitive target allows
instructors to overlay common paper training targets add-
ing more realistic shoot and no-shoot target options.

§ Scoring: Targets are scored with the same app as the live
fire targets, providing immediate audio and visual feedback
as well as pre-programmed responses.

The AutoTargets app is full of powerful 
options. See videos and demos at  
ActionTarget.com/AutoTargets
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UNRIvAlED vERSATIlITY
Other hit sensing target systems exist, but none of them have the flexibility, portability, and ease of use of AutoTargets. AutoTargets functions with 
a battery and CO2 tank, making it easy to set up anywhere—even the most remote locations. Because AutoTargets requires no permanent range 
improvements or infrastructure they are ideal for multi-purpose ranges and those operating on tight budgets.

SHOOT HOUSE
AutoTargets is a great tool for shoot house training. A universal mount makes it possible to 
attach AutoTargets to walls, furniture, or portable bullet traps. AutoTargets boasts both pop-up 
and side lift options, providing variety for training drills. The side lift option also allows instruc-
tors to make quick adjustments to the target's exposure angle, modifying the degree by which 
the target pops out from behind a wall or object. 

INDOOR RANGE
AutoTargets brings reactive target shooting indoors. Since AutoTargets is a paper based target 
system it essentially eliminates bullet splatter. AutoTargets wireless mesh network makes it 
easy to set anywhere downrange and control from behind the firing line. The available rubber 
block accessory creates an ideal ballistic stand. 

BEHIND BARRICADES
If your range is equipped with a barricade such as a kneewall, bunker, or Line of Fire™ simply set 
up AutoTargets behind these barricades and your training is ready. The portability of AutoTar-
gets makes it easy to reposition the targets, keeping trainees on their toes. The app makes it 
easy to score and reset training scenarios.

OUTDOOR RANGE
AutoTargets portable design makes it easy so use on any outdoor range. Because it doesn't 
require an outside power or air supply AutoTargets can be positioned anywhere on a range 
without the need of expensive infrastructure. An available ballistic shield holds the lift unit and 
CO2 canister behind a protective barrier making it possible to simply set in a field without the 
use of another barricade system.
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SETTING UP YOUR SYSTEM
AutoTargets can be configured in a number of different ways, providing the flexibility you need.

§ Battery Power: AutoTargets uses 3-cell 4000 mAh LiPo Batteries that provide 8000 lifts or
up to 20 hours of idle time.

§ CO2 Tank: A single 20 oz CO2 tank actuates a target up to 1000 times and can be directly
attached to the lifter (when shielded by a ballistic shield) or placed up to 500 feet away.

§ Daisy Chain: One 20 oz CO2 tank can supply up to 10 total lifters* with a maximum total hose
length of 500 feet. 50-foot tubing segments are included with each lifter.

§ Wireless Range: AutoTargets uses a mesh network that automatically connects units to each
other when they are powered on. Units can be controlled up to 50 yards from the control
system and 250 yards from unit to unit. Adding range extenders can expand this distance
1200 yards.

* Freezing temperatures may reduce the ability to daisy-chain lift units.

AccESSORIES

HIT SYNC 
NON-LETHAL
Pressure sensitive system 
works with Airsoft, Simuni-
tion, UTM, FX, and Force-
on-Force ammunition.

WIFI 
EXTENSION
Increase range from target 
to target or target to tablet 
up to 1200 yards.

BALLISTIC 
SHIELD
An AR500 plate with a 1" 
rubber fascia and base sys-
tem mount. Rated up to .308 
non-armor piercing rounds.

MOUNTING 
SYSTEMS
Available universal mount-
ing and wall mounting 
systems attach AutoTargets 
to various surfaces.

CO2 TANK
Compressed CO2 tanks that 
can deliver 60 psi control 
target lifting. CO2 provides 
consistent pressure over 
longer periods of time com-
pared to high pressure air.

HIT SYNC 
TARGET
3 or 4-zone silhouette targets 
detect shots within zones. 
Targets last up to 1000 
rounds depending on caliber.

Daisy chained, up to 10 units. With shield, standard range. With shield, extended range.
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LIFT UNIT SIDE LIFT UNIT PRESSURE SENSITIVE UNIT

TARGET 
MOVEMENT

Pop-Up ¡ ¡ ¡

Swing-Up* ¡ ¡

Lifting Speed 0.50–0.75 seconds 0.50–0.75 seconds 0.50–0.75 seconds

TARGET
COMPATIBILITY

Live Fire ¡ ¡

Non-Lethal ¡

POWER
Air Requirements 60 psi 60 psi 60 psi

Electrical Requirements 3 Cell 4000 mAh LiPo Battery 3 Cell 4000 mAh LiPo Battery 3 Cell 4000 mAh LiPo Battery

USER  
INTERFACE

Smart Phone ¡ ¡ ¡

Tablet ¡ ¡ ¡

COMPATIBLE
ACCESSORIES

Ballistic Shield** �

Soft-Side Carrying Case � �

Android Tablet � � �

Universal Mount � � �

Wall Mount � �

WiFi Range

50 Yards Tablet to Target, 250 Yards Between Targets ¡ ¡ ¡

600 Yards � � �

1200 Yards � � �

 ¡ Standard Feature     � Optional Feature     *Swing-up orientation must be mounted with included shelf.     ** Ballistic shield can only be used in pop-up orientation.

AUTOTARGETS FEATURE cOMPARISON
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